May 2009 - Enhancements to the Student Records Data Set

Effective May 15, 2009, enhancements were made to the Student Records data set and the associated BusinessObjects universe (SA03) in the U-M Data Warehouse. These enhancements include:

1) **CRS_TOPIC_DESCRLONG** field added to **CRSE_TOPIC** table
   Schools/colleges that use the optional class Long Description (DESCRLONG) field in M-Pathways can now use the field to facilitate school/college specific reporting (i.e., LSA class sub-titles.)

2) **SCHED_PRINT_INSTR** field added to **CLASS_INSTR** table
   This field can be used to indicate whether the class instructor(s) name appears in the schedule of classes.

3) **DEPT_GRP** and **CAMPUS_EVENT_NBR** fields added to **CLASS_TBL** table
   The following fields allow for more detailed space management reporting.
   -- **DEPT_GRP**
   -- **DEPT_GRP_DESCR**
   -- **DEPT_GRP_VP_AREA**
   -- **DEPT_GRP_VP_AREA_DESCR**
   -- **DEPT_GRP_CAMPUS**
   -- **DEPT_GRP_CAMPUS_DESCR**
   -- **CAMPUS_EVENT_NBR**

4) New fields added to the **CLASS_TBL** table
   The following fields allow for detailed reporting on combined sections when working with space management and teaching evaluation data.
   -- **CLASS_HOME_IND_CD**
   -- **CLASS_DESCR254**
   -- **TOTAL_ENRL_CAP**
   -- **TOTAL_ENRL_TOT**
   -- **TOTAL_WAIT_CAP**
   -- **TOTAL_WAIT_TOT**
   -- **OVERALL_ENRL_STAT**

5) To facilitate department specific reporting needs, teaching evaluation data has been added to the Student Records data set and the associated BusinessObjects universe (SA03) in the U-M Data Warehouse. The data includes:
   -- Evaluation data submitted via the online teaching evaluation system beginning with the Fall 2008 term.
   -- Final and midterm evaluation data.
   -- Summary level information for each class and each class instructor.
   -- Note: Individual comment response data is not included. This data is eliminated from M-Pathways systems approximately three weeks after report release.
DOCUMENTATION
The following documents are on My LINC at https://maislinc.umich.edu.
-- Student Records Data Set in the Data Warehouse - Quick Reference includes a summary of the data set including teaching evaluation content.

DATA SET ACCESS
If you do not have, but would like, access to the Student Records Data set see the MAIS System Access page at http://www.mais.umich.edu/access/index.html.

DATA DICTIONARY
The updated Student Records Data Dictionary is available on the MAIS Web site at: http://www.mais.umich.edu/reporting/studentdatasets.html#sr.

FOR ASSISTANCE OR QUESTIONS
Contact the MAIS Help Desk:
-- Phone: 734-936-7000, option 7
-- E-mail: maishelpdesk@umich.edu